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AbstrAct

In viewing physical practice as instrumental, traditions of modern postural
yoga contain an implicit spirituality that echoes its historical precursors in the

medieval traditions of
practices of premodern

. The physicality of modern postural yoga tradition links the
traditions with disciplines of body that are characteristic

of modern cosmopolitanism, such as gymnastics and calisthenics. The principal modern yoga
yoga as distinct from purely physical disciplines on the basis that yoga has an inner dimension
that other systems do not possess. contemporary yoga practitioners have sought to make this
inner dimension more transparent through appeals to traditional Hindu and Buddhist philosophy
and by adopting practices that are explicitly contemplative or spiritual in nature.
Key Words postural yoga,

, cosmopolitanism, B. k. S. Iyengar, k. Pattabhi

Introduction

dimension of yoga. This preoccupation, especially with yoga

, or

posture, has become a touchstone for the development of both sectarian
and postsectarian yoga traditions across the globe. According to De
Michelis (2004, 187–93), distinct branches or types of modern yoga can be
distinguished. These include modern postural yoga, such as Iyengar yoga,
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and modern meditative yoga, such as Transcendental Meditation (TM).
However, it is clear that practitioners view the emphasis on physicality,
which is found in posture-driven traditions, not as precluding mental and
spiritual development but rather as encompassing those elements. De
Michelis notes that Iyengar himself developed multiple levels of discourse
corresponding to the relative emphasis on the physical, energetic, and
mental implications of yoga practice (208–47), a sort of exoteric-esoteric
dynamic in his yoga that extends out of the perfection of the foundation of
yoga

. This paper argues that such postural yoga traditions, though

modern in the fullest sense, collapse spiritual development into physical
development in a manner that displays important similarities to the focus
on the body found in medieval

traditions of Hinduism. It will

be demonstrated that through understanding how physical and spiritual
development are correlated in

traditions, the nascent spiritual

dimension of modern Hindu-derived postural yoga traditions becomes
in postural yoga serves both as a link to its premodern history and as the
pragmatic grounds for its adoption as a modern practice also becomes
apparent. Last, it will be shown that contemporary practitioners of yoga
are seeking to develop a coherent philosophical framework in which to
situate their experience of the physical, and especially postural, dimension
of modern yoga and thereby turn over a new leaf in the history of yoga
traditions.

the origins of modern yoga

in our understandings of the development of modern yoga traditions in
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the twentieth century. Among contemporary studies that have brought
philosophical and historical methods to bear on modern traditions, the work
(2010), and Norman Sjoman (1996), stands out. Their work has revealed
that modern yoga is, in fact, thoroughly modern in that it is a product of
a particular historical moment in the twentieth century in which many
for modern postural yoga practice is the medieval and early modern
practice of
posture (

) and breath control (

) as central techniques for

transforming the energies of the body (or “subtle body”) in such a way as
of yoga in modern traditions demonstrates the prominence of these two
limbs (

) of yoga in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, leading up

to the modern period.1 However, the link to the

traditions is only

one element in the complex formulation of modern yoga. One major part of
the picture, documented by Alter and others, is that the physical culture of
served as a bridge to the physical culturalist movement and a
Modern yoga thus is the product of the integration of a range of
philosophical and physical cultures at a moment in Indian history where
itself was emerging from the colonial era. The threads that were woven
together included Indian religious theories and practices of yoga, especially

1

This use of the term limb (

) is with reference to the notion of “limbed” systems

of yoga found in Indic traditions, such as the formulations of yoga referred to as
(“six-limbed yoga”) and
and

(“eight-limbed yoga”), in which

are often members.
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bodybuilding; Indian wrestling, gymnastics, and martial arts traditions; and
Indian nationalist ideology. As Mark Singleton (2010, 208) writes in his work
Yoga Body: The Origins of Modern Posture Practice:

The history of modern physical culture overlaps and intersects with the
histories of para-religious, “unchurched” spirituality; Western esotericism;
medicine, health, and hygiene; chiropractic, osteopathy, and bodywork;
body centered psychotherapy; the modern revival of Hinduism; and the
sociopolitical demands of the emergent modern Indian nation (to name a
few). In turn, each of these histories is intimately linked to a transnational,
anglophone yoga.

The transformation of modern yoga into a transnational entity, one that
extends across cultural and geographical boundaries, is rooted in its origin
in the cosmopolitan zeitgeist of early twentieth-century India (Strauss 2005,
87–114; Sarbacker 2008, 161–83). In particular, the combination of favoring
with Indian and european disciplines, and of championing of
yoga in popular media by prominent cultural icons (such as Yehudi Menuhin)
served to juxtapose the exotic and the familiar in a manner that created
multiple points of interface for yoga in modern society. The fact that yoga

discourses and practices of modern yoga are coextensive with a modern
play on familiar themes while at the same time retaining the glimmer of
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implications (cultural and economic) of yoga as an authoritatively Indian
tradition that returns to India transformed. In other words, the status of

and has transformed native understandings and practice. With the rise of
the Divyayog movement of Swami Ramdev, arguably as a culmination of this
process, the sheer popular scope of the practice of modern forms of yoga
in contemporary India is unprecedented in Indian history, a counterpart of
the rise of yoga as an iconic global spirituality outside of India (Sarbacker
2014, 356–58).

Modern postural yoga and
modern meditative yoga
In a recent work on modern yoga, De Michelis developed a scheme
for understanding the branches of modern yoga that has proven quite
postural yoga, or MPY, and modern meditative yoga, or MMY. This
the focus of MMY on the development of the mind, as well as the way in
which these foci
an overarching manner. A key example of MPY would be the tradition of
Iyengar Yoga, which is characteristically focused on developing a great
degree of “alignment” within yoga postures (

), which involves a

careful awareness and study of the kinesthetic and anatomical qualities
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of such postures. Quintessential of MMY, the Transcendental Meditation
system of Maharishi Mahesh Yoga is centered principally on the recitation
The split between MPY and MMY traditions is due to a number of factors,
one of the primary ones being the shift toward MPY as a bridge to modern
conceptions and concerns about the body. As mentioned above, MPY
as a modern form of practice appeals to a culture-neutral cosmopolitan
domain while retaining its mystical and exotic air in other ways. In its focus
on the body and its shift away from a metaphysical or overtly religious
standpoint, it appeals to the broader assumptions and commitments of
spiritually curious, but suspicious of sectarian language and commitments.
MMY traditions may pursue this course as well; the TM tradition has an

and practical. However, MPY traditions have wielded a stronger and more
successful campaign in this regard, with the body as a sort of lingua franca

fabric of modern yoga. With respect to a discipline like TM, the closest
comparative analogue might be prayer, a resonance that potentially brings
TM into much closer proximity to religion than to therapeutic or healing
systems of the types associated with MPY. Postural forms of yoga have, and
have had, a winning argument in the global dissemination of yoga, and of
culture, since they conform to the expectations of their audience. They are
adapted in numerous ways to strengthen ties while reducing alienation. As
the postural forms of yoga have moved further away from their sectarian
roots, they have deepened their penetration of global physical culture,
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into the private and public gymnasium as well as into the yoga studio.
On the other hand, it would be premature to dismiss postural forms of
yoga for having completely discharged the spiritual side of yoga in favor
environments, yoga still retains a glimmer of its mystique and spiritual
session. Among those outside of the Indian context, yoga is associated
positively with the exotic and spiritual; within India, it is associated with
practice as part of the Hindu tradition of renunciation. A second reason,
and the one that will be examined here in more detail, is that the principal
proponents and formulators of modern yoga do not see the physicality
of yoga as an impediment to spiritual development but rather believe
that there is an inner practice of yoga that brings spiritual depth to its
performance. In fact, a large number, if not the majority, of contemporary
cosmopolitan forms of postural yoga are descended from the teachings of
which spiritual transformation occurs within what might be viewed as the
trappings of a physical practice. This conception of inner transformation
within outer transformation represented in postural traditions exists in
latent form within even the most radically physical traditions of yoga. This
can be related to the fact that modern yoga is descended from
traditions, in which a similar physical-spiritual dynamic exists. To the
regardless of the motivation for performing such discipline. It can also be
connected to the idea that yoga “bridges the gap” between body and mind
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b. K. s. Iyengar and K. Pattabhi Jois:
bridging the gap

a form of exercise or as a form of spirituality or philosophy. Is there a

This question has been directly answered by two of the most important

(1888–1988). Tirumalai krishnamacharya was a major formulator of modern
yoga in the early twentieth century, who lived in Southern India, notably
in the cities of Mysore and chennai. krishnamacharya is considered by
many in the contemporary context to be the father of modern yoga, as
he was instrumental in developing movement-oriented postural systems

to degrees greater than their guru: they brought yoga to an international
parts of krishnamacharya’s teachings, adapted and augmented them in
important ways, they both drew upon the physicality of his system in a
something more than a system of physical discipline or exercise. In Light
on Yoga
backing of yama and niyama [ethical restraint and spiritual discipline] is
mere acrobatics.” More recently, in his work Light on Life, Iyengar (2005a,
pain rather than a “grin and bear it” attitude, which would be characteristic
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work Yoga Mala that “the Sun Salutations [a ubiquitous practice in modern
yoga] done without following the rules mentioned above [the use of linked
more than exercise.” In the case of Iyengar, the stated focus is upon the
on the inner practice of concentration and energy control. In both cases,
these observances are understood to separate true yoga from calisthenics
or physical exercise.
This further suggests, as Gudrun Bühnemann (2007, 17–24) has
argued, that the limbs or elements of yoga that are more clearly moral,
contemplative, or spiritual are understood as being found within, or

light of the

rubric of Patañjali, the so-called eight-limbed yoga.

However, their mode of practice is more characteristically modern, being
informed by the physical disciplines with which it is in conversation, but also
drawing heavily upon the premodern

traditions for inspiration.

The physical body as an object of focus is both an entry point into the
practice of yoga and the place in which the spirituality of yoga is focused
and expanded. It is a neutral point of reference, eminently familiar, and at
the same time an opening to the spiritual dimension of yoga. It is worth
noting that in Light on Yoga and Yoga Mala
respective visions of yoga that situate it clearly within a philosophical and
religious context; however, the practice portion of each work makes little
detail. The generic postural yoga and movement-oriented

styles of

yoga that descend from these traditions are further distanced from many
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implicit spirituality of yoga might be said to bridge the modern religious-

elements. This implicit identity is made explicit in shared structural forms
of embodiment (Holdrege 1999, 37–39).

collapsing the spirit into the body:
the analogue of
and the
dawn of the “science of yoga”
What should be noted here is that the collapsing of the spiritual into the
physical, the esoteric into the exoteric, bears a strong resemblance to
the methodologies of the

traditions that are the foundation

for much of modern yoga practice.

, the “yoga of force,” is

(posture), and
spiritual liberation and the attainment of occult powers.

is a

method for obtaining spiritual perfection (siddhi), which can be understood
in terms of both liberation and magical power, as one of the most wellknown

texts, the

(also known as the

), attests (HYP I.11). There,
performed for the purpose of

is described as being

, the “royal yoga” (HYP I.1, II.76).

is a term for the practice of deep meditation (
the yoga system propounded in the

) outlined in

, the formative text on yoga

from the early centuries of the common era. In the fourth chapter of the
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,

is equated with a range of terms indicating
,

,

,

, laya, tattva,

, advaita,

,

,

,

,

,
, and turya

(HYP IV.3–4). It is obtained principally through the arresting of vital air
(
as (

) through a particular type of breath control (
)

) referred to

, in which both inhalation and exhalation are arrested

(HYP II.71–78, IV.6). The mastery of arresting
obtaining proper posture (

is augmented through

), through breath control (

)
)

and “seals” (
is construed as being a system of physical (and, by extension, energetic)
practice that facilitates the development of deep contemplative states in
which mind meets spirit and a state of liberation and power is conferred.
from the proper control of the body and its energetic structure. The
meditative process of
under the rubric of

is validated but simultaneously subsumed
. This follows a larger emphasis within the

in which various yogic methodologies, including those
of earlier systems of layayoga and
practice of

, are subsumed within the

(Mallinson 2011, 773), perhaps anticipating the

synthetic nature of modern yoga in important ways.
In this collapsing of the spiritual or mental into the physical, the idea
of a process whereby the transformation of the body and breath is seen
the persistence of an inner spirituality in modern postural yoga traditions.
body is understood and addressed in the context of practice. This is where
concepts of the energetic body give way to modern yoga
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ideas such as that of “alignment.” These ideas contain notions of perfect
yoga posture and its transformative potential as tangible structural and
physical processes. Likewise, the notion of the transformation of spirit
through the opening of the energetic body, or of emotional life through

with its channels (

) and wheels (

), while still approximating and

referencing modern anatomical and physiological conceptions of the body
in a direct way. It is paralleled by the manner in which, as Alter (2004, 73–
108) demonstrates, the prominent yoga modernist Swami kuvalayananda

practices in physiological terms.

narrative for understanding how energy or the spirit can be manifested in

an innermost self that is the “nature of supreme peace and eternal bliss”
of God” (Iyengar [1977] 1994, 19). To turn this argument around, it might
also be asked to what degree that the formulation of

during

yoga’s medieval era represented a coming to terms with what were then
contemporary shifts in body culture due to the dissemination of previously
foreign conceptions of the body, from china or central Asia for example,
and through the development of indigenous tantric conceptions of the body
so-called classical yoga tradition of Patañjali’s
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in a coherent and orthodoxy-friendly way. Larger conceptions regarding the
constitution of the mind and body, along with pervasive bodily disciplines and
practices, provide a framework in which practices of yoga are understood in
all of these contexts. Modern yoga traditions in this regard are analogous
to, and as authentic as, their historical counterparts in their assimilation
of the ideas and practices that frame embodiment in the modern context.
They were founded in the tensions of a time of great upheaval in India, and
thus they are both products of and productive of global processes. As Alter
(2004, 106) comments with respect to kuvalayananda’s research project
on the physiology of yoga,

The programmatic features of this research, as its creative confusion
reveals the parameters of a distinctive ontology, has more to do with
an alternative global modernity than with the manifest tension between
colonialism and nationalism, east and West, as these tensions are

cosmic scope of Yoga’s ontology prevents Yoga from being subsumed by
the epistemology to which it is subject.

The appeal of this ‘physicalism’ of modern yoga traditions, in part a
the often repeated phrase “science of yoga,” which encapsulates the
transcultural truth. In this spirit, the multifaceted role of the modern yoga
I am a philosopher. When I teach, I am a scientist. When I demonstrate, I
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Thus, those that want to lead long, happy lives free from illness, and want

philosophy of yoga and its practices. This the science of yoga declares
like the sounding of a drum. And this I say again to the youth of today, so
strongly do I feel about the matter.

embody the practice, become spiritually transformed and thus capable of
compassionately helping the world:

In the modern world, people have many kinds of fears and inaccurate
notions about the science of yoga. In order to allay such fears and correct

the scriptures, its fruits experienced, and then be passed on to others. As
many great people in the world are knowledgeable about the science of
yoga, they should foster able disciples, direct them on the proper path,

conclusion:
reclaiming the spirit through the body
contemporary postural yoga traditions, many of which are extensions and

contemplation within the framework of postural practice. Traditions with
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to swim upstream and pursue the philosophical and spiritual dimensions
of yoga by delving deeper into the background of their teachers and their
teachers’ traditions. In the case of Iyengar, a deep legacy of physicalism in
practice is complemented by a wide-ranging collection of written works on
Indian philosophy and yoga spirituality that has, for the most part, sated his
disciples who have pursued such an interest. This is in addition to a clearly
articulated and understood principle found in Iyengar yoga: that postural

students towards the
especially the

system and the literature of yoga,
, due to its having being championed by the guru

and his successors. One example of the extrapolation of yoga philosophy
in this vein is the recent work by yoga teacher and scholar Michael Stone
(2008), entitled The Inner Tradition of Yoga: A Guide to Yoga Philosophy
works to articulate a larger philosophical framework for understanding
Buddhist philosophy. The goal of such work is to reconstruct the conceptual
framework of yoga, focusing on the notion of the integration of the
philosophical and spiritual into the physical practice of yoga. In this respect,
contemplation into body-focused practice, and a contemporary concern
for the reclamation or reconstruction of a philosophical context for the
practice of modern yoga. Another contemporary approach to bringing a
philosophical and contemplative perspective to the physical dimension of
yoga is the integration of Buddhist techniques of mindfulness meditation,
especially insight meditation (

), into

practice. A notable

example of this approach is cyndi Lee’s (2004) work entitled Yoga Body,
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Buddha Mind, in which a prominent American yoga teacher applies her

of posture. In the case of Lee, it might be argued that the distance of
her physical training from its rootedness in Indian philosophy has led her
to bridge to another tradition entirely, arguably drawing on a Buddhist
The dichotomy of MPY and MMY thus gives way, or is transcended, in the
quest for a holistic and complete approach to yoga. As a last example: In
his Original Yoga (2012), Richard Rosen (a long-term Iyengar practitioner),
looks to medieval

texts to tap into the roots of modern yoga

traditions and to clarify the connections and disconnections between
premodern and modern forms of yoga.
Modern yoga forms and their contemporary descendants exist in the
tension between athletic and therapeutic physical discipline, on the one
a philosophical framework already exists for understanding the purpose
unarticulated, it appeals to the language of science, healing, and self-help
to contribute to its relevance for a contemporary audience. However, to
the degree that modern postural yoga is understood as a contemplative
or spiritual exercise, appeals to tradition and reconstructive philosophical
work become necessary to make such an understanding coherent, tangible,

contemporary culture, it is not surprising that there is greater interest in
exploring the philosophical and spiritual content of these traditions in more
self-conscious and deliberate ways by its committed, and often lifelong,
practitioners. Through their pursuit of such a coherent framework, they are
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active participants in turning over a new leaf in yoga’s long history as an
Indian and global phenomenon.
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